“Super Single” Material
Handler Tyre

Features
SETCO’s “Super Single” material handler
tyre assemblies come in many different
sizes and can replace any dual wheel assembly! Available as slicks or with traction tread, SETCO can build a tyre customized to your needs!
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Available with or without vent holes
Rubber bonded directly to strong, 1”
thick steel rim, providing exceptional
durability in the most abusive environments
“Super Single” design eliminates the
void found on traditional dual wheel
assemblies
Available with interchangeable centreplates

Expanded Rim Solid Tyre

Features
SETCO’s expanded rim solid tyres are designed for the toughest environments
were traditional press-on tyres would
fail. Using 100% natural rubber for its
superior wear and cut resistance,
SETCO’s expanded-rim solid tyres will
withstand even the toughest load and
carry scrap and waste operations.
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Available with or without “Air Ride”
cushion holes
Interchangeable centreplates
Available with slick or staggered gear
lug traction tread (choice of 4, 8 or 16
lugs per side)
Custom-made to order in the USA for
every machine
Flat side-wall ensures maximum rubber across full tyre width and depth

Rubber Cutting Edge

Features
SETCO’s rubber cutting edges are made
from durable natural rubber that unlike
steel, will not wear out your concrete
and will not spark. The rubber also acts
as a sponge that keeps the floor drier,
thereby increasing the traction of solid
tyres. Tapered on both sides, the rubber
cutting edges are even reversible!
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Double tapered (reversible)
Universal slot to fit any bucket
Does not spark
Protects concrete
Keeps floor drier and reduces tyre
spinning
4” or 5” rubber thickness depending
on size of machine
Available in 36”, 40”, 49”, 53” and 59”
pieces

Solid Press-On Tyre

Features
Using the same quality 100% natural
rubber compounds found in SETCO’s expanded-rim solid tyres, you can expect a
premium product at a much lower cost
while using an OEM rim. SETCO offers a
rim exchange program, delivering the
tyres pressed on to rims to you for quick
mounting with minimal downtime.
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More cushion holes than any other
solid tyre ensure best possible ride
Available as slick or with 8 gear lugs
per side
Unique flat side-wall design for maximum rubber across full tyre with and
depth
Level wear and superior rubber compound ensures longer tyre life and
lower cost per hour / cost per ton
compared to competitor
tyres

